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Project Overview

u In the US physicians providing care at a hospital typically are not the 
hospital’s employees 

u These misaligned incentives between hospitals and physicians have 
contributed to high growth rates of health care spending with questionable 
value 

u Incentives are especially misaligned in areas like our study’s context of 
cardiology, in which cardiologists have broad discretionary powers in their use 
of medical devices like coronary stents. 

u We analyze a specific shared-savings program (gainsharing) adopted by 
hospitals to align the incentives of their cardiologists 



Gainsharing

u Technically illegal because they rely on cash payments from hospitals to non-
employed physicians 

u However, in 2001 HHS allowed some hospitals on a case-by-case basis to 
implement gainsharing programs

u We study all of the programs that have been implemented in cardiology in the 
US through the end of 2010

u Specifically, we compare the within-hospital and within-physician changes 
before and during gainsharing with contemporaneous data from hospitals that 
did not adopt gainsharing 



Data

u Our data follows physicians individual choices for different cases over 10 
years

u This data is comprised of 149 non-gainsharing hospitals and 10 gainsharing 
hospitals

u It includes:

u Every device chosen by every physician for every patient

u Patient-specific characteristics, 

u Device-specific characteristics

u Treating physician group practice affiliation

u Price the hospital paid for each device net of discounts. 



Methods

u Given the availability of panel data from gainsharing and non-gainsharing 

hospitals and physicians before and during gainsharing, we rely on a 

difference-in-difference approach to test the empirical predictions about 

gainsharing’s effects. 

u As long as the selection into gainsharing is due to some time-invariant 

unobserved characteristics at the physician, group or hospital level, the fixed 

effects within the difference-in-difference approach eliminates the biases 

from such differences. 

u We evaluate the validity of the difference-in-difference assumption. Across 

the full range of outcomes we evaluate, the results indicate that the pre-

gainsharing trends were similar between the gainsharing and non-gainsharing 

hospital



Preliminary

u We find that gainsharing reduced the hospitals’ prices paid for both device 

types by 5–7 percent. 

u These reductions come from lower prices paid for given products rather than 

from substitution to cheaper products of the same type

u These within-product price reductions arise from two distinct mechanisms. 

u By standardizing products from a single manufacturer, hospitals can benefit from 

contract compliance discounts. 

u Second, gainsharing may increase physicians’ sensitivity to device prices, thereby 

promoting price competition between manufacturers and improving the hospital’s 

ability to negotiate lower prices from manufacturers. 



More results

u We also study the heterogeneity of gainsharing’s effects across physicians 

u Reductions in stent prices, quantities, costs and total length were largest 

among physicians that had prices, quantities, costs and total length above 

their group’s average prior to gainsharing.

u These results suggest that the ability of group-based incentives to promote 

standardization along a number of dimensions plays a central role in their 

ability to influence physicians despite potential free-rider problems. 



My contributions
u Cleaned data

u Helped formulate some of the theoretical foundation of our empirical models

u Implemented several conditional logistic regression specifications

u Started code to address endogeneity concerns using an algorithm (BLP) that allows the 
use of Instrumental Variables in nonlinear models (not complete yet)

u Wrote code for using maximum likelihood estimators to modify those available in Stata



Lessons learned

u Improved my Stata programming skills

u Learned how to write more general, elegant code

u Read and modified ado files 

u Manually programmed regression estimators

u Health services research offers a lot of good data for interesting econometric 
studies


